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George Bush once made a statement regarding the 9/11 terrorist attacks
which was quite telling as to the reality of politicians, secret societies, and of what
is coming according to prophecy. He said that we shouldn’t be listening to fanciful
theories of conspiracy. Generally speaking, we should take that with a grain of
salt. In fact, we should probably do the opposite of what he told us not to do,
considering that during one of Bush’s presidential speeches he did not know his
right hand from his left hand… quite literally. His statement said that “the right
hand doesn’t know what the left hand is doing” (or something similar to that), and
he motioned “right” with his left arm and “left” with his right arm. We personally
believe that there is more merit to worldwide government conspiracies than what
Bush would have us believe.
Here in Canada, it was noted by The National Post that former premier
Bob Rae left “Canada to attend Oxford as a Rhodes scholar” in the fall season of
1967 (The National Post, 12/10/08, page A4. Article by James Cowan and
Jonathon Rivait). For those of you who are not aware, a “Rhodes scholar” is not
simply a nice name for someone who goes to school at Oxford. A “Rhodes
scholar” is someone who is a part of the secret societal maxims of Cecil John
Rhodes. “In 1877, Cecil John Rhodes laid out his plan to unite the world under
Anglo-Saxon rule. He knew he would never live to see his undertaking
completed, but he dedicated his life to that cause, and he recruited others to
carry on his program after his death” (Monteith, 22). Cecil Rhodes attended
Oxford University, and it was in his Confession of Faith that he wrote of this
secret society he formed with several others. His life became dedicated to the
one world government and economy that we now see coming to pass. His
treasures and wealth were used after his death to fund the Rhodes Scholars
society with the Rhodes Trust and Rhodes Scholarship Fund.
Some might say we are stretching things too far. “Come on, you can’t
honestly believe that Cecil Rhodes was a corrupt guy who wanted to take over
the world, and that Canadian politicians like Bob Rae are all conspiring to that
end.” Well, can anyone honestly think anything other than this? When The
National Post admits that politicians like Bob Rae are a part of this elite secret
Rhodes society, can things honestly be otherwise? And this is only one instance.
Our family analyzes evidence like this every day in the news. No, we don’t sit
listening to news 6 hours a day. Actually, we don’t listen to it very often. But when
we do, we recognize all too well what is going on. But most people don’t. It’s all
there if you can understand the symbols, the handshakes, the gestures, the
attitudes and new legislation of these politicians. But most people would rather
shut their eyes to the reality of all of this, because it is better to pretend they are
dreaming. We call it “escapism,” creating a false reality in one’s mind, despite all
the facts that stare them in the face. Watching movies and playing video games.
Canada’s recent debacle of a coalition of 3 different parliamentary groups
against another is the perfect show of power-grabbing and greed. The same
National Post newspaper also admitted that while all the economic meltdown,
stock crash and job loss of recent days was going on, the politicians spent a total
of close to half a million on 14 different trips to exotic locations. And what do you
think they were doing? Well, although there are no reports on these vacations
(funny, isn’t it), surely they were hamming it up over expensive dinners, laughing
over the worldwide conspiracies going their way.

Apparently, most people are pretty happy with the modern-day lifestyle
and crappy employment opportunities of B'bayl (Babylon). The majority of people
in the world today wouldn’t even consider that the governments of the world are
conspiring for a one world government and economy. That is changing though,
and it seems that most people are actually happy with the idea of the coming
New World Order. What they can't fathom is that this modern way of life SHOULD
be stopped and the governments of this world be overthrown.
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